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Empirical Analysis of European Government Yield Spreads

Abstract

This paper focuses on the dynamics of yield spreads deducted from government bonds issued by

member states of the European Monetary Union (EMU). A descriptive analysis shows that there is

a substantial and volatile spread between government zero coupon yields of EMU member

countries and German Bund yields. These yield spreads form an important source of additional risk

that has to be taken into account by any pricing or risk management model based on or dealing with

EMU government bonds. We extract risk factors driving the observed yield spreads by employing a

multi-issuer version of the model originally proposed by Duffie and Singleton (1999). We adopt a

state-space approach to implement the model that enables us to extract factor series and model

parameters simultaneously. We find strong empirical evidence for a global factor that mainly

represents the average level of the yield spreads and for a country specific factor for each issuer.

Our findings indicate that it may be justified to implement a simplified version of the multi-issuer

model that sufficiently captures the main features of the data.
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1 Introduction

The formation of the third stage of the European Monetary Union (EMU) in January 1999 based on

the Maastricht Treaty changed the structure of the European bond market fundamentally. Exchange

rates among member countries were irrevocably fixed, and the Euro was introduced as the new

single currency. All EMU member countries have to meet specific economic “convergence”

criteria, most notably the public finance criteria restricting the public debt below 60% of GDP and

the public deficit below 3% of GDP. As a consequence, the most important source of spreads

between interest rates among member states, the existence of exchange rate risk, disappeared. From

January 1999 on “riskless” bonds denominated in Euro and traded in a frictionless market are

expected to be perfect substitutes and, thus, to trade on the same yield curve.

However, there could be some additional sources of interest spreads remaining even within the

EMU. Firstly, there could be country-specific default risk perhaps due to differences in the fiscal

policy of different governments or due to external reasons. Secondly, there could be differences in

liquidity and taxation among countries and market segments. Finally, there is a small but positive

probability of a failure of the EMU that might re-introduce exchange rate risk at some date prior to

the redemption of some bonds.

The first two years of EMU experience show that there is a substantial and volatile spread between

government bond yields of EMU member countries other than Germany and German Bund yields.

These yield spreads form an important source of additional risk that has to be taken into account by

any pricing or risk management model. Hence, there is a need for a model that prices EMU

government bonds and related derivatives2 based on explicitely modelling the risk factors

underlying the yield spreads. It is the main objective of this paper to propose such a model with

special emphasis on the economic explanation of the observed government yield spreads.

The reduced form default risk model proposed by Duffie and Singleton (1999, DS hereafter) seems

to be a natural candidate for modelling zero coupon yield spreads. Under the assumption of a loss

rate proportional to the market value of a defaultable bond and modelling the default event as a first

jump of a Cox process the resulting bond pricing model has a rather simple structure. The product

of the intensity and the loss rate, and the riskless short rate are assumed to be driven by affine

processes3. The pricing model preserves its “affine” structure  when the factors driving the

intensity/loss rate process are just treated as additional factors in a familiar affine term structure

model like Vasicek (1977) or Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985, CIR hereafter). Besides its analytical

                                                          
2 There are derivatives traded in the markets, eg spread options, that explicitely refer to the observed yield spreads.
Obviously, there is special need for such a pricing model.
3 See Duffie and Kan (1996).
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tractability the use of this model benefits from the experience in implementing and testing affine

term structure models in a default-free context.

It has to be emphasized that the structure of this model can also be used to capture liquidity effects.

Duffie and Singleton (1997) discuss this issue with respect to the interpretation of endogeneously

derived factor series whereas Kempf and Uhrig-Homburg (2000) add an exogeneously specified

factor representing liquidity effects to a standard CIR model. However, care must be taken when

results concerning liquidity factors are interpreted because of the limited structure of affine models

that may not be sufficient to capture the whole variety of possible liquidity effects.

To estimate and test different specifications of the general affine model structure we adopt a state-

space approach to implement the model empirically. This approach in a default-free term structure

setting first introduced by Chen and Scott (1995) and Geyer and Pichler (1999) enables us to

extract factor series and model parameters simultaneously. In contrast to other approaches no

additional assumptions about the observation errors4 are necessary and the error-in-variables

problem inherent in two-step approaches is avoided. Duffee (1999) used a similar approach to

implement a pricing model for US corporate bonds and Lund (1999) used a non-linear Kalman

filter model to analyze the pre-1999 effects of the EMU. Our paper is the first attempt to apply the

state-space approach to price EMU sovereign debt and explicitly analyze the extracted factor series.

In a recent paper, Düllmann and Windfuhr (2000) try to test the suitability of one-factor affine

models to explain the observed spreads between Italian and German government bond yields.

Based on their rather limited data set they ultimately reject all one-factor models tested in their

paper. Nevertheless, since their estimation procedure is built upon very strong additional

assumptions and since they did not test multi-factor extensions there is no final conclusion about

the suitabilty of affine models to model EMU government bond yield spreads in general to be

derived from their work.

The results of this paper show that it may be justified to use one global factor that represents the

average level of the yield spreads and a country specific factor for each issuer. Our findings

indicate that a simplified version of the multi-issuer model can be implemented that fits the data

sufficiently well and is computationally much more attractive.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 shortly summarizes the main cornerstones of the DS

model and describes our implementation of the model in a multi-issuer setup. Section 3 contains a

detailed analysis of the problems arising when the DS model is implemented empirically. Special

attention is drawn to the state-space approach used in this paper. In section 4 the empirical results

are presented. We perform a diagnostic checking in order to assess the quality of the estimated

                                                          
4 Some approaches are based on the assumptions that a subset of bonds is priced without any error.
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models and analyze the extracted factor series with respect to their economic interpretation. This

analysis is based upon the factor loadings and the comparison of the extracted factor series with

factors derived from a LISREL model. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 A pricing model for EMU government bonds

This section briefly summarizes the cornerstones of the DS model and discusses the extension of

the model to a multi-issuer context.

We take as given an arbitrage free setting, where all contingent claims are priced in terms of a

numeraire and an equivalent martingale measure. The dynamics of the numeraire asset are

described as

dtrd ttt Π=Π (1)

where ( )tt Xrr =  denotes the risk free short rate that itself depends on a 1×M  vector of state

variables or factors driven by Ito processes.

Consider two classes of claims in this economy: First, default-free zero bonds, which pay one unit

of currency at time to maturity t+T, ( )TtP , . The prices of these bonds are given as the expectation

of the stochastic discount factor under the equivalent martingale measure.

( )

















−= ∫

+Tt

t

u
Q
t durETtP exp, (2)

Equation 2 characterizes the default free term structure in the economy. Throughout this paper, we

assume that this default free term structure is given by the observed prices of German sovereign

bonds.5

Second, there is a set of defaultable zero bonds, ( )TtVC , , promising to pay one unit of currency at

time to t+T. The defaultable term structures are defined by the sovereign debt of other EMU

countries. Here C  is an index indicating the particular defaultable term structure under analysis.

Now, for each issuer default can occur at a random point of time, τ . Along the lines of Lando

(1998) DS assume that the default event is the first jump of a Cox process (ie a Poisson counting

                                                          
5 From a purely theoretical point of view this assumption seems rather strong. However, this assumption is natural from
a practicioner’s point of view and comparable empirical studies are also based on this assumption (eg, Düllmann and
Windfuhr (2000).
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process with stochastic parameter) with intensity ( )tC Yη , where tY  denotes a 1×K  vector of state

variables or factors driven by Ito processes. When one issuer country defaults, the values of all

bonds issued by this particular country are reduced to a fraction tCL ,  of their pre-default market

value. This assumption is crucial for the derivation of the following key result. DS show that under

this assumption of fractional recovery of market value defaultable claims can be priced in the same

way as their default-free counterparts just with a risk-adjusted short rate. Therefore the prices of the

defaultable bonds are given by

( ) ( )

















+−= ∫

+Tt

t

uCu
Q
tC dusrETtV ,exp, (3)

where tCtCtC Ls ,,, η=  is usually called the short spread and can be interpreted as the mean

instantaneous loss rate due to default under the risk neutral measure. Thus, the risk-adjusted short

rate is simply the sum of the risk-free short rate and the short spread for the issuing country.

Equation (3) can be seen as a multi-issuer version of the DS model.

Comparison of equations 2 and 3 sheds light on the convenience of the DS model. There is a clear

analogy between conventional models of the risk free term structure and models of defaultable term

structures. By parameterizing the sum in the integral in equation 3 or its components, the technical

toolbox that has been developed for risk free interest rate modelling becomes available. However,

due to the fact that only the product of the two relevant quantities is considered, default

probabilities and recovery rates are not separately identifiable from observable prices of risky

bonds.

There is an alternative interpretation of ts  in equation 3 in terms of a fractional carrying cost of the

defaultable bond due to illiquidity. Alternatively, if ts  is negative, it can be interpreted as a

fractional convenience yield due to liquidity. Grinblatt (1995) introduces this setup and fits a

Vasicek model of liquidity effects on bond prices. Ultimately, it is an empirical question if yield

spreads are predominantly caused by default risk or illiquidity. One of the advantages of latent

factor models is that the economic meaning of factors need not be specified in advance. It is most

likely that in the market that we analyse both effects play a role. In that sense ts  can be interpreted

as a sum of a credit risk component and an illiquidity component. We do not parameterize each

component separately but resulting factor time series will be analysed in order to determine which

of the possible explanations is more appropriate.
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Assuming that both r and s are linear combinations of ‘affine’ factors (for a characterisation of

affine term structure models see Duffie and Kan, 1996) the solution to equation 3 has the following

structure:

( ) ( ) ( ) 



 −−⋅
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where the expressions ( )TAk  and ( )TBk  denote maturity dependent functions related to the factors

driving the risk free term structure (i.e. k
tX ), whereas the expressions ( )TA kC ,  and ( )TB kC ,  denote

maturity dependent functions related to the factors driving the yield spreads (i.e. k
tY ). The exact

functional form of A and B depends on the specification of the factor processes. The country

specific weights, kC ,δ  enable us to incorporate arbitrary linear dependence structures between the

short spreads of different issuers into the model. Note that for 0, =kCδ  the function

( ) TTA kC ∀= ,1,  which allows us to restrict the dependence of a certain issuer’s spread to a subset of

the driving factors. Furthermore, linear dependence between the short rate and the short spread can

be introduced by some k
tY  being linear combinations of some k

tX .

Given the limited availability of data and also the convenience offered by analytical pricing

equations we choose to implement one of the specifications with known analytical solutions. The

two most widely used specifications that satisfy this condition are the Vasicek model, where the

evolution of the factors is governed by Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes and the CIR model, where

the factor dynamics are given by square root processes. The following expression reproduces the

factor process specification of the CIR model under the empirical (or 'true') measure.

( ) k
t

k
tk

k
tkk

k
t dWYdtYdY σθκ +−= Kk ,...,1=

Here tW  denotes a 1×K  vector of independent standard Brownian motions, kκ denotes the speed

of mean reversion, kθ  is the long term mean of the process, and kσ  is the volatility parameter,

respectively. In default-free interest rate modelling, usually the CIR model is considered to be

superior to Gaussian specifications, because first of all, under certain parameter restrictions non-

negativity of interest rates is assured and second, the volatility structure of the process allows for
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some degree of heteroscedasticity, which matches empirical evidence for time series of short term

interest rates. In the Vasicek model the short rate is normally distributed and homoscedastic.

However, for spread modelling it is not yet clear which model to prefer. From a pure credit spread

perspective, non-negativity of spreads seems to be a desirable property. Also, almost all empirical

work to date has employed the CIR specification. It should be noted that if spreads are not only due

to credit risk but also to liquidity differences, then non-negativity of factors is not necessarily an

advantage. It is conceivable that in some cases or in some time periods the market for defaultable

instruments is more liquid and that therefore liquidity effects have a negative influence on yields. If

the liquidity effect can dominate the default effect then spreads can become negative and a

Vasicek-type model should be preferred.

Another issue that has to be considered in model specification is the identification of parameters.

Here lies the main disadvantage of the Vasicek model. Dai and Singleton (1999) show that in a

multi-factor Vasicek model it is not possible to separately identify market prices of risk parameters

from zero bond data. This is due to the fact that the market prices of risk only appear in the pricing

function for the Vasicek model as a linear combination with the mean of the process, θ .

Identification is only possible by using time series information. However, the time series of the

short rate is usually highly persistent and therefore time series estimates of θ  are unstable and

highly imprecise. This identification problem in Gaussian multi-factor specifications is also

discussed in De Jong (2000) and Ang and Piazzesi (2000). Ball and Torous (1996) describe the unit

root problem in time series estimation of term structure parameters.

Given the considerations above, we choose to apply the CIR model as a first step. In the CIR model

the expressions for the functions ( )TA  and ( )TB  for a specific factor are given by6

3

4

21 )2/exp(2
)(

φ

φ
φφ









=

T
TA (5)

4

2 ]1)[exp(2
)(

φ
φ −

=
T

TB , (6)

                                                          
6 For notational convenience we suppress the factor dependent indices in equations (5) and (6). Further, we do not
differentiate between functions referring to the risk free short rate and the country dependent functions referring to the
short spreads.
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where δσλκφ 22
1 2)( ++= , 12 φλκφ ++= , 2

3 /2 σκθφ = , and ]1)[exp(2 1214 −+= Tφφφφ .

The parameter λ  denotes the market price of risk associated with the factor. Note that for functions

related to the factors driving the risk free short rate, 1=δ  in this notation.

The main question in a multi-issuer context is what dependence structure to impose on the

stochastic evolution of the short spreads. The empirical results (see section 4) show that there is

common variation in empirical spreads of different issuers. Therefore in principle, a specification

with unrestricted correlation structure would be desirable. However, estimating such a rich model

seems technically highly challenging, if at all feasible. First of all, it is well known that estimation

of dynamic term structure models requires long time series of bond data due to the persistent nature

of bond yields. Since the EMU started in 1999, the time series available for this analysis is very

limited. Second, even if a time series of adequate length would be available, joint estimation of the

parameters of about 10 correlated stochastic processes seems a formidable task because of the high

dimension of the parameter space. Consequently, as a first approach, we assume independence

among the spread processes of different issuers. Still, this exercise is a natural first step towards a

slightly more elaborate specification.

 Formally, we set { }CMkkC ∈
= 1,δ , where the sets CM  are disjoint subsets of the index set { }K,...,1 .

This structure allows us to estimate the spread related parameters for each issuer separately.

3 Model Estimation

The DS model has been estimated for various specifications and markets. Duffie and Singleton

(1997) estimate a two-factor model with independent CIR factors for interest rate swap yields.

Duffee (1999) specifies and estimates a three-factor CIR model for corporate bond yields. The

short rate is driven by two factors and the short spread by the same two factors plus an idiosyncratic

factor. Thus using common factors the model can capture correlation between the short rate and the

short spread. However, as Duffie and Singleton (1999) point out, if the correlation in this setting is

unrestricted in sign (i.e. negative correlation is allowed) then the short spread looses its non-

negativity property. In the most general case affine processes can capture rich dependence

structures amongst factors while still retaining non-negativity. Dai and Singleton (2000) analyse the

specification of 3-factor affine models and characterize the trade off between dependence and

volatility modelling. However, for this richer specifications the maturity dependent constants are

only available quasi-analytically, i.e. the corresponding ordinary differential equations have to be
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solved numerically. Also, the parameter space is expanded considerably when rich dependence

structures are taken into account.

Duffie, Pedersen and Singleton (2000) use a specification for the combined effect of liquidity and

credit risk to model Russian sovereign debt. In their model yields of different issues of Russian

debt depend on a set of common factors and additional idiosyncratic risk factors. Düllmann and

Windfuhr (2000) analyse both specifications for the spread between German and Italian

government bonds in a univariate setting and conclude that no specification performs significantly

better than the other in terms of pricing errors.

Econometric estimation of parameters of continuous time processes is a non-trivial issue. One of

the advantages of using affine models is that there is a rich and well-developed literature on

parameter estimation for such processes.

The general problem is that the state variables, in our case the short rate and the short spread are not

observable. Simple approaches usually define proxies for the short rate (e.g., a short term money

market rate) and the short spread and use standard time-series methods to estimate the parameters

under the empirical measure and in a second step calibrate the model to market prices to obtain the

market price of risk parameters.7 However there are serious drawbacks associated with this

procedure. Firstly, reliable price series of liquid instruments are usually not available for very short

maturities. Additionally, even prices of instruments of very short maturity contain risk premia

which may lead to substantially biased estimation results. Secondly, this approach neglects the

information which is available in the cross section of bonds prices with different maturities.8

There are more advanced methods to use both time series and cross sectional information. The first

approach which we call ‘inversion approach’ is due to Pearson and Sun (1992) and Chen and Scott

(1993). In this setting, the K unobservable factors are measured by assuming that K bonds in the

cross section are priced without error and then inverting the pricing relationship of the model.9 The

results, of course, depend strongly on the choice of the ‘input’ bonds. As other two-stage estimation

procedures this approach suffers from a error-in-variables problem

A different and technically more involved approach uses a state space framework and Kalman

filtering to jointly estimate the parameters of the process and the factor series. This approach has

first been used by Chen and Scott (1994) and Geyer and Pichler (1999). For a technical description

                                                          
7 see Kempf and Uhrig-Homburg (2000).
8 For a detailed discussion of this matter see Geyer and Pichler (1999).
9 Düllmann and Windfuhr adopt such an approach in their analysis.
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of the method see section 4.1. The advantage of this approach is that it is consistent with the

underlying theoretical model since no additional restrictions on the structure of observation errors

are necessary. The same set of parameters that govern the dynamics of the factor processes also

determines the term structure at any given point in time. The factors need not be specified

beforehand, but are extracted from the data.

4 Empirical Analysis

4.1 Data

For the empirical analysis presented in this paper we use daily time-series of zerobond yields of all

EMU member states for maturities of 2, 3, …, 10 years. These zerobond yields are provided by

Reuters Ltd. and are based on the quoted prices of liquid, non-callable government bonds. The use

of a set of standardized maturities across all issuers allows us to obtain time-series of yield spreads

by simply subtracting the yields observed for Germany from the yields observed for the relevant

issuer. Due to the lack of reliable zero bond yield data for some countries, in this version of the

paper the empirical analysis is restricted to Austria , Belgium, Italy, The Netherlands and Spain.

Figure 1 shows the yield spread averaged across maturities and countries. Two distinct features can

be seen: an extremely high volatility during the first days of January 1999 and a general tendency

of increasing spreads. Looking at the country level (while still averaging across maturity) shows

that this trend is prevalent in each country, though on different levels (see Table 1). While Italy's

spread is clearly above the average, the spread for The Netherlands is far below the average. The

overall trend in yield spreads indicates that at least two factors are necessary for modelling the data.

One factor has to account for the long-term behavior whereas the second factor may account for

country and/or maturity specific features.

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of credit spreads (averaged across maturities) in basis points.

Austria Belgium Italy The

Netherlands

Spain

Mean 13.7 15.4 21.6 7.6 14.1

std.dev. 2.0 2.8 2.3 1.4 2.4
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Figure 1: Observed yield spread between each country and Germany averaged across maturities

and countries (January 4, 1999 – April 26, 2000).

4.2 The state-space approach

In order to estimate parameters and to extract the unobservable state variables from yield spreads

observed at discrete time intervals we use a state-space formulation of the CIR model. The exact

state-space formulation for a K-factor yield spread model with state-vector

)',...,( ,1, Kttt YYy =

is based on the assumption that tyyy ,...,, 10  is a Markov process with )(~ 00 ypy  and

)|(~| 11 −− tttt yypyy . )( 0yp  is the density of the initial state and )|( 1−tt yyp  is the transition

density.

It is known that the exact transition density for the CIR-model is the product of K non-central

2χ densities (see CIR 1985). Estimation of the unobservable state variables with an approximate

Kalman filter in combination with quasi-maximum-likelihood (QML) estimation of the model

parameters can be carried out by substituting the exact transition density by a normal density:
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).,(~| 1 tttt QNyy µ−

tµ  and tQ  are determined in such a way that the first two moments of the approximate normal and

the exact transition density are equal. The elements of the K-dimensional vector tµ  are defined as

ktkkkkt Ytt ,1, )exp()]exp(1[ −∆−+∆−−= κκθµ ,

where t∆  is a discrete time interval. tQ  is a KK × diagonal matrix with elements






 ∆−+∆−−

∆−−
= − ktkj
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kkt Ytt

t
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2
, )exp()]exp(1[

2

)exp(1 κκθ
κ

κσ ,

Let )',...,( ,1, nttt ZZz =  be the n-dimensional vector of yield spreads observed at time t. )(TZt  is

related to equation 4 as follows:

( )[ ] ( )∑∑
==

+−=
K

k

k
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K

k
kCt YTB

T
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T
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1
,

1
,

1
log

1
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We assume that tz  are conditionally independent given 1−ty  and tz  is independent of  sy , ts ≠

given ty  with )|(~| tttt yzpyz . The observation density )|( tt yzp is based on the linear relation

between observed yield spreads and the state variables. The measurement equation for observed

yield spreads is:

ttttt ybaz ε++= ),0(~ HNIDε ),,...,1( Nt =

where N is the number of observations. ta  is a n×1 vector with elements (see equations 4, 5 and 7):

∑
=
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tb  is a n×K matrix defined as (see equations 4, 6 and 7):
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H is the variance-covariance matrix of tε . In our empirical application the number of observed

bonds and the associated maturities do not change over  time. Therefore H has constant dimension

n×n and is assumed to be a diagonal matrix. In the empirical analysis we assume that the errors for

each maturity have the same standard deviation (ie., all diagonal elements are identical hhi = ).

This model is directly applicable to the Kalman filter recursion which can be briefly described as

follows. For a given set of parameter values a prediction of the factors ty  (and their variance-

covariance matrix tΣ ) is made at the beginning of time t based on the factor estimate from time

t−1:

1|1,1|, )exp()]exp(1[ −−− ∆−+∆−−= ttkkkkttk YttY κκθ .

The vector of expected yield spreads conditional on time t−1 information is given by

1|ˆ −+= ttttt ybaz (8)

When tz  is observed an updated state estimate tty |  is computed such that the fit to observed yield

spreads for the current date is optimal in the mean squared error sense. The prediction and updating

sequence is repeated for each t=K+1,...,N.

The Kalman filter provides all the necessary information to calculate the quasi log-likelihood (see

Harvey 1989, p.126):

∑ ∑
+= +=

−−−−−=
N

Kt

N

Kt
tttt vFvFnKNL

1 1

15.0||log5.0)(2log5.0log π ,

where tv  are n×1 vectors of errors tt zz ˆ− , tẑ  is the vector of predicted yield spreads based on

equation (8) using the factor estimate before updating ( 1| −tty ), and .' HbbF ttt +Σ=
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The CIR model differs from standard Kalman filter applications because of the non-negativity

restriction on state variables. We modify the standard Kalman filter by simply replacing any

negative element of the state estimate tty |  with zero. Therefore, in general, the Kalman filter is not

strictly a linear estimator for the state variables, but it is linear for 0>ty .

4.3 Empirical Results

4.3.1 Factor analysis with LISREL

In order obtain some insight into the covariance-structure of the data we use a constrained factor

analysis. This technique is also known as confirmatory factor analysis, structural equation or

LISREL modeling (see Bollen 1989). It deviates from standard factor analysis in that it allows to

impose constraints on the factor loadings. A large variety of different assumptions can be tested in

this framework. While any assumptions that may be imposed on the covariance among variables

(yield spreads across countries and maturities) may rely on economic considerations, the

methodology itself is purely data driven. It is not possible to impose constraints on dynamic

properties of the extracted factors, e.g., in order to make them comparable to a particular stochastic

process.

We found strong support for using one global factor and a country-specific factor for each country

(i.e. n+1 factors for  n countries in the sample). The global factor is assumed to affect all maturities

in all countries, whereas the country-specific factors are only affecting the spreads in that specific

country. Factor loadings are different for each maturity. Reframed in terms of a regression equation

the model may be written as

ij
c

iij
g

jij FcFgZ ε++= ,

where ijZ  is the observed yield spread for country i and maturity j, gF  is the global factor and jg

the maturity-specific loading for this factor. c
iF  is the country-specific factor for country i and ijc

the country- and maturity-specific loading for this factor.
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The global factor is assumed to be uncorrelated with the country factors. Relaxing the assumption

of zero correlation with the global factor has almost no effect, however. Correlations with the

global factor are below 0.05. The country factors, however, are correlated with each other as shown

in Table 2.

Table 2: Correlation among factors from LISREL analysis.
global
factor

country
factor

Austria

country
factor

Belgium

country
factor
Italy

country
factor

Netherlands

avg. squared
loadings with
global factor

avg. squared
loadings with
country factor

Austria 0.0 0.371 0.272
Belgium 0.0 -0.83 0.462 0.181
Italy 0.0 -0.04 0.04 0.434 0.198
The Netherlands 0.0 0.68 -0.77 -0.10 0.305 0.168
Spain 0.0 -0.80 0.78 0.32 -0.78 0.488 0.253

In order to investigate the strength of association to the global and country-specific factors we

compute the average of squared loadings for each country and factor (averages are across maturities

and countries for jg  and across maturities for ijc ). Table 2 shows Belgium, Italy and Spain are

more strongly related to the global factor than Austria and The Netherlands.

Figure 2 shows the scores of the global factor from the LISREL analysis which is very similar to

the overall trend in credit spreads already observed in Figure 1. The high level of volatility at the

beginning of the sample is not captured by this factor, however.

Figure 2: The global factor in credit spreads obtained from the LISREL analysis.
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4.3.2 Extracted factors from the CIR model

Figure 3 shows the global factor from the CIR model for each country. The Figure shows a high

degree of correspondence of the factors, both among each other and compared to the LISREL

factor in Figure 2. The global factors from the CIR model pick up the general trend in the yield

spreads, already shown in Figure 1. Note, however, that in the LISREL analysis data for all

countries and maturities has been used simultaneously, whereas in the state-space approach a CIR

two-factor model has been estimated for each country separately neglecting the corresponding

information contained in the data from the remaining countries.

Figure 3: The global factors from the CIR model for each country.

Comparing country-specific factors from LISREL to the second factor from the CIR models for

each country provides a mixed picture. Whereas the LISREL and the CIR factor for Austria,

Belgium and Spain are rather strongly correlated (0.91, 0.86 and 0.79, respectively), the two factors

for Italy and The Netherlands are only weakly correlated (0.17 and 0.14). Figures 4 and 5, however,

show that the factor series are not as different as the low correlations suggest. Only in the second

half of the sample the two factors (start to) deviate from each other.
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In general, however, these comparisons show a remarkable similarity between factors derived from

two distinctly different approaches.  This supports a simplified structure of our multi-issuer model.

It does not appear to be necessary to model all countries jointly in a large state-space model with

restrictions on the correlations among country-specific or other factors. Note, that this fact might be

essential for the applicability of this model for practical purposes.

Figure 4: Country-specific factors from LISREL  and CIR model for Italy.

Figure 5: Country-specific factors from LISREL and CIR model for The Netherlands.
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4.3.3 One-step ahead prediction of credit spreads from the CIR model

Whereas the LISREL analysis mainly attempts to explain the covariance in the data, the state-space

approach can be viewed as an optimal one-step ahead prediction of the observations. In order to

illustrate the flexibility implied by the CIR model consider Figure 6, which shows four selected

days from Italy's sample. The state-space approach yields two predictions, which are both shown in

these diagrams: one is made ex-ante, before the current observation ( 1| −ttz ) and the second is made

ex-post, after the current observation has been taken into account ( ttz | ). The peculiar, s-shaped

behavior of the observed term structure is very well captured by the two-factor CIR model. In

general, the predicted term structure reacts in terms of level shifts, curvature and steepness/flatness

to changes in the observed credit spreads.

Figure 6: Observed spread and fit obtained from the CIR model for Italy.

Table 3 contains the average one-step ahead prediction error (not standardized) for the 2-factor CIR

model in basis points. Except for Belgium the average error is more or less unbiased. Looking

across maturities, however, we see that errors follow a distinct +/– pattern. That is mainly

introduced by the peculiar s-shaped behavior of the observed term structure. Although the CIR
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model implies a high degree of flexibility, we find that it is not possible to capture the observed

curvature sufficiently. This deficiency can be explained by the constraints imposed on the factor

processes. The same set of parameters affects both the dynamic behavior of the factors as well as

the cross-sectional fit implied by the CIR model.

Table 3: Average one-step ahead prediction errors from the CIR model in basis points.

Maturity Austria Belgium Italy The
Netherlands

Spain

2 0.027 3.351 3.331 1.284 0.324
3 1.754 5.591 -2.234 0.908 0.013
4 1.942 5.694 -2.292 1.029 0.013
5 2.446 6.495 2.658 2.111 0.458
6 0.752 5.88 3.503 1.571 0.784
7 -1.973 4.432 -1.543 -0.498 1.01
8 -1.74 4.422 -3.379 -0.678 0.549
9 0.681 6.469 0.85 0.757 0.609
10 -2.848 6.679 -1.292 -0.328 1.068
average 0.116 5.446 -0.044 0.684 0.537

It also turns out that the estimated parameters of the two-factors may strongly differ among

countries. We only find a strong similarity for the risk parameter λ  for the country-specific factor,

which is around –1.3 (see Table 4). The large differences between theta do not imply, however, that

the average levels of the yield spreads differ in a similar way. Since the extracted factors

correspond to maturity zero the estimated level of theta depends on the shape of the yield spread

structure at maturities of two to four years.
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Table 4: Estimated parameters of the CIR model for each country.

country factor κ σ λ θ h
Austria 0.1044 0.0067 -1.1511 0.0162 3.5499
Belgium 0.4916 0.0040 -1.8644 0.0009 2.5532
Italy 0.0004 0.0011 -1.4649 0.0120 3.5993
The Netherlands 0.0016 0.0028 -1.3257 0.0046 1.7239
Spain 0.2488 0.0094 -1.4348 0.0056 1.9784

global factor
Austria 2.2192 18.5462 -67.9991 7.8591
Belgium 1.8321 0.2529 -3.1263 0.1067
Italy 0.0000 0.2362 -0.8083 3.8568
The Netherlands 5.3730 13.5362 -5.4722 7.1446
Spain 0.0506 0.1739 -0.9021 0.3580

A way to summarize and to compare the individual parameter values is to compute the probabilities

of default for each country for a bond with maturity of one year. This may be interesting from a

regulatory point of view since for the recent Basle proposal the one year default probability is of

critical importance. For that purpose we compute the predicted yield spreads for maturity one as in

equation (8) and to obtain the default probabilities under the empirical measure we set 0=λ  and

use the factor estimates after updating ( tty | ).This default probability can be computed for every day

in the sample. The mean probability (across time) for each country is given in Table 5. Note,

however,  that it is only valid to interpret these probabilities as pure default probabilities if other

effects such as liquidity are not taken into account.

Table 5: Average default probability (in %) under the empirical measure for a maturity of one year

implied by the CIR model for each country.

one year default probability (in %)
Austria 0.02414
Belgium 0.00426
Italy 0.04853
The Netherlands 0.05895
Spain 0.01383
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5 Summary

This paper investigates some major issues involved in modeling the dynamics of yield spreads

between government bonds issued by member states of the European Monetary Union (EMU) and

Germany. We formulate a multi-issuer version of the model originally proposed by Duffie and

Singleton (1999). The model enables us to incorporate arbitrary linear dependence structures

between the yield spreads of different issuers. We use a state-space approach to extract series of

factors driving the observed yield spreads assuming the CIR-type factor specification. In addition,

we use a LISREL approach to investigate the question of an appropriate factor structure, that does

not impose any constraints from an economic model. We find strong empirical evidence for a

global factor that mainly represents the average level of the yield spreads and for a country specific

factor for each issuer. This is supported by two entirely different estimation approaches. Our

findings indicate that it may be justified to implement a simplified version of the multi-issuer

model that sufficiently captures the main features of the data.
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